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Wochit Video Script Samples
Wochit creates hundreds of short 30 second to 1 minute videos per day, highlighting national 
news stories from different outlets. As a content producer, I wrote condensed and unique short 
scripts based on news articles. The following are a few examples of scripts I wrote for the 
company:

This week, the Australian Taxation Office website was “not available.” According to ITNews, the 
government office lost a petabyte of data. A petabyte is the same as one thousand terabytes or 
roughly 500,000 hours of HD streaming. The tax office did have a backup system, but 
unfortunately for them, that went down as well, affected by the same issue that downed the 
original system. CIO Steve Hamilton said, "We understand this is the first time this problem has 
been encountered anywhere in the world.” The tax office assured Australians that no taxpayer 
information had been compromised.

A new spider has been discovered by Javed Ahmed, Rajashree Khalap, and Sumukha J. N in 
Karnataka, India. Its name, Eriovixia Gryffindori, may seem familiar. This is because the spider 
is named after the sorting hat in the Harry Potter series. The spider remarkably resembles the 
hat quite a bit with its plump, brown body, and a folded-over tip that looks just like the tip of a 
hat. The official etymology states, “This uniquely shaped spider derives its name from the 
fabulous, sentient magical artifact, the sorting hat, owned by the (fictitious) medieval wizard 
Godric Gryffindor. An ode from the authors, for magic lost, and found, in an effort to draw 
attention to the fascinating, but oft-overlooked world of invertebrates, and their secret lives.”

Reese Witherspoon and daughter Ava Phillippe are notorious for looking very similar. In photos 
of the two, sometimes it’s hard to tell who’s who. Ava just looks like a younger Reese from her 
Cruel Intentions days. However, Reese and Ava don’t agree. Witherspoon said, "She and I are 
always like, 'We don't see it!’" Witherspoon also has two sons: Deacon and Tennessee, who 
thinks Witherspoon is a ‘cool mom,’ according to her, of course.  She says, "Well at least I know 
how to work Snapchat. I think, you know, most moms don’t.”

Not surprisingly, researchers have found that rural nursing homes have outdated technology 
How compared to nursing homes in urban areas. The University of Missouri found that nursing 
homes in metropolitan areas had greater IT lab capabilities along with better ability to conduct 
and verify medical tests, leaving less room for error. According to an estimate by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, more than 1 million older Americans depend on 16,000 nursing 
homes for health care. Professor at Sinclair School of Nursing Greg Alexander said, "Previous 
studies demonstrate that IT sophistication can improve health outcomes for patients, such as 
reducing hospitalizations.”

The U.S. may have Starbucks, but Japan has a Starbucks fob. You may know fobs as those 
ugly, usually gray plastic things that can unlock the door to an apartment or it can be scanned 
as the key to an elevator. Attached to a keychain, the fob hangs unnoticed. However, clothing 
designer Beams has teamed up with Starbucks to offer a leather-clad fob. The fob acts as a 
Starbucks card and runs for about ¥4,000 yen, or $35 dollars. The leather-covered fob is hand-
assembled and will serve as a stylish (and simple) way for Starbucks lovers to pay for their 
coffee.
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The Barefoot Aya
This WordPress blog focuses on healthy living using nutrition and positive thinking. Common 
topics include mental health, nutrition, and beekeeping.

Pickled Watermelon Rind Recipe
https://barefootaya.com/2017/06/16/recipe-pickled-watermelon-rind/#more-2810

Your “Second Brain” and Why It’s So Important
https://barefootaya.com/2017/02/22/your-second-brain-and-why-its-so-important/#more-2064

How to Shop Responsibly This Year 
https://barefootaya.com/2016/11/25/how-to-shop-responsibly-this-year/#more-1762

Feel free to contact me at michellepolacinski@gmail.com for any questions or more samples.
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